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Till Kersting
Circuskind
Bear Family Productions
BAF19007
Price code: BAFX
5397102190070
12'' vinyl LP (30 cm),180gram, gatefold cover, 33 rpm, with 16-page
booklet, bonus CD, comic, autograph card
Rock ‘n’ Roll, Rock
8 (LP) / 8 (CD)
approx. 30:00 min. (LP) / 30:00 min. (CD)
November 5, 2021
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After three English-language albums, Till Kersting finds his perfect home port with his own songs in
German on Bear Family Records®!
The completely and perfectly analog produced luxuriously equipped album 'Circuskind' resurrects the
sound of the last great German rock 'n' rollers like Marius Müller-Westernhagen and makes Till the
legitimate torchbearer of this music.
Till rips his Fender® amp, tells stories and tortures his Telecaster until the tubes glow!
In 20 years of consistent work as a hired gun, he lent his skills to acts like Stefanie Heinzmann, Tom
Beck and rock 'n' roll grand seigneur Peter Kraus, among others.
Till joined two bands as a permanent member: for Tommy Engel - the voice of Cologne - he is active as
a guitarist and singer, with the modern rock ’n’ roll triumvirate The Baseballs he tours the world.
For years he has been the musical director for 'Pussy Terror TV' on ARD and also supports Carolin
Kebekus in her new TV show 'DCKS'.
Till Kersting is happy to do what he does best on stage with his Telecaster over his right shoulder: play
guitar in the rock 'n' roll arena!
Luxury edition pressed on high-quality 180-gram vinyl with gatefold cover, booklet and a comic as well
as a signed autograph card (for Bear Family customers) - and additionally the complete album in digital
form on CD.

Till Kersting is a real circus kid: as a little boy he got a taste of backstage in his uncle's beat band. After that, the 13year-old went on tour with his parents' 'cultural circus', slept in a construction trailer, and learned the craft that would
later have a lasting impact on his life. He stood on stage with his guitar, gave his all every night.
Today he pursues his own career as a hired gun and tours the world with the modern rock ’n’ roll triumvirate The
Baseballs.
He regularly appears as a bandleader on German national television and now devotes himself extensively to songwriting
(initially in English, now exclusively in German), honing his excellent guitar technique and refining his Fender® tuning.
With 'Circuskind', Bear Family Records® releases the oeuvre of a pure rock 'n' roller who has absorbed the USAmerican world of soul and rock like no other!

TRACKLISTING:
Side A:
Hallo Hallo

Uschi Obermaier

Frei Sein

Lass uns ans Meer fahren

Side B:
Boom Boom

Kleines Hippiemädchen

Ich bin dabei

Wenn ich Dich mal verlier

CD:
Hallo Hallo
Ich bin dabei

Uschi Obermaier
Frei Sein
Wenn ich Dich mal verlier

Lass uns ans Meer fahren

Boom Boom

Kleines Hippiemädchen
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ALSO AVAILABLE:
Sandy & The Wild Wombats:
The Girl Can't Help It

Rumble On The Beach:
Rumble

12inch LP (limited edition)
BAF19001 BAF
EAN: 5397102190018

10inch LP, purple vinyl (limited edition)
B101010 B10
EAN: 53971021010149

Lou Cifer and the Hellions:
Rockville Revelation

Rumble On The Beach:
Randale am Strand

BAF19004 BAF
12inch LP (180 g)
EAN: 5397102190049

BAF19003 BAF
12inch LP (180g), limited edition
EAN: 5397102190032

Lou Cifer and the Hellions:
Hell In The Barn - Live

Boom! Boom! Deluxe:
Boom! Boom! Deluxe

BAF19006 BAFX
12inch LP (180 g) with 16-page booklet and
bonus CD
EAN: 5397102190063

BAF14003 BAF
10inch vinyl LP
EAN: 5397102140037
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